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Dear Secretary Veneman:
I am writing to express my support for the Kenosha Achievement Center's (KAC) grant
proposal for the Food Stamps Access Research Program, which was submitted to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. I am pleased to inform you that their project will identify and
document the factors that make access to the food stamps process difficult, and use a research
model to implement practical means to overcome these obstacles. The Kenosha County Food
COMMITTEE ON
Stamps Access Research ProgramWAYS
will
allow
KAC and its partners to research methods that use
AND MEANS
technology to assist people with a pre-screening process for food stamps eligibility, while
promoting nutritional supportSUBCOMMITTEE
as the theme
Food
Stamps.
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I have reviewed the grant proposal that KAC has submitted, and I am confident that they
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Agriculture. Their proposed JOINT
program
will insure that all eligible persons in the county are made
C 20515-4901
ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

aware of the nutritional benefits of the food stamps program. Currently, KAC estimates that there

July 22, 2002 are potentially up to 28,000 Kenosha County residents who may be eligible for food stamps, but
less than half of the eligible residents actually apply for the program, due to the program's current
application complexities.
.

Secretary Ann Veneniali
U.S. Department of Agriculture
1400 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, D.C., 20250

35-42O3376

I admire their efforts to correct the current eligibility requirements by working closely with
reputable community organizations that serve disadvantaged populations, including the
unemployed, working poor, minorities, elderly and disabled persons. The requested funds will
allow KAC to provide research and pre-screening support staff and equipment for research. Their
Dear Secretary Veneman:
proposed program will also increase the enrollment of eligibility individuals in the Food Stamps
Program
by providing
laptop
computers
I am writing to express my support for the Kenosha
Achievement
Center's
(KAC)
grant with touch screens to community organizations for preapplicantstofor
proposal for the Food Stamps Access Research Program,screening
which wasofsubmitted
thefood
U.S.stamp eligibility.
Department of Agriculture. I am pleased to inform you that their project will identify and
support KAC's
document the factors that make access to the food stamps processI difficult,
and useapplication
a research for this Food Stamps Access Research Grant and would
appreciateThe
it if Kenosha
you and appropriate
USDA officials would carefully review the grant proposal
model to implement practical means to overcome these obstacles.
County Food
KAC andmethods
give it your
full consideration. Again, thank you for your careful
Stamps Access Research Program will allow KAC and itssubmitted
partners by
to research
that use
of eligibility,
this request.
Please do not hesitate to let me know if you have any questions or
technology to assist people with a pre-screening process consideration
for food stamps
while
concerns. I look forward to receiving your response to this grant application.
promoting nutritional support as the theme of Food Stamps.
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I have reviewed the grant proposal that KAC has submitted, and I am confident that they Sincerely,
would make effective use of the funds that they would receive from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. Their proposed program will insure that all eligible persons in the county are made
aware of the nutritional benefits of the food stamps program. Currently, KAC estimates that there
are potentially up to 28,000 Kenosha County residents who may be eligible for food stamps, but Paul Ryan
less than half of the eligible residents actually apply for the program, due to the program's currentMember of Congress
JANESVIUE
KENOSHA
application complexities.
.
CONSTITUENT SERVICES CENTER
20 S. MAIN STREET, SUITE 10

CONSTITUENT SERVICES CENTER
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(608) 752-4050 . FAX: (608) 752^1711
(262) 654-1901 . FAX: (262) 654-2156
reputable community organizations that serve disadvantaged populations, including the
unemployed, working poor, minorities, elderly and disabled persons. The requested funds will
allow KAC to provide research and pre-screening support staff and equipment for research. Their
proposed program will also increase the enrollment of eligibility individuals in the Food Stamps
Program by providing laptop computers with touch screens to community organizations for prescreening of applicants for food stamp eligibility.
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I support KAC's application for this Food Stamps Access Research Grant and would
appreciate it if you and appropriate USDA officials would carefully review the grant proposal
submitted by KAC and give it your full consideration. Again, thank you for your careful
consideration of this request. Please do not hesitate to let me know if you have any questions or
concerns. I look forward to receiving your response to this grant application.
Sincerely,

Paul Ryan
Member of Congress
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I support KAC's application for this Food Stamps Access Research Grant and would
appreciate it if you and appropriate USDA officials would carefully review the grant proposal
submitted by KAC and give it your full consideration. Again, thank you for your careful
consideration of this request. Please do not hesitate to let me know if you have any questions or
concerns. I look forward to receiving your response to this grant application.
Sincerely,
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I support KAC's application for this Food Stamps Access Research Grant and would
appreciate it if you and appropriate USDA officials would carefully review the grant proposal
submitted by KAC and give it your full consideration. Again, thank you for your careful
consideration of this request. Please do not hesitate to let me know if you have any questions or
concerns. I look forward to receiving your response to this grant application.
Sincerely,

Paul Ryan
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I have reviewed the grant proposal that KAC has submitted, and I am confident that they Sincerely,
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I support KAC's application for this Food Stamps Access Research Grant and would
appreciate it if you and appropriate USDA officials would carefully review the grant proposal
submitted by KAC and give it your full consideration. Again, thank you for your careful
consideration of this request. Please do not hesitate to let me know if you have any questions or
concerns. I look forward to receiving your response to this grant application.
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overview v.1 prototype, 2011
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“exploring” the wikileaks cables

context of use
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http://bigstory.ap.org/article/venezuela-chavez-era-reporters-view

AP Caracas bureau chief
Ian James
(with Hugo Chavez, 2007)
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overview v.2 (desktop app), 2012
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overview v.2 case studies, 2012
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Outcome
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overview v.2 case studies, 2012
CASE STUDY #1

Document
Collection

666 reports (4,500 pages) from FOIA

Question

What incidents involved security
contractors during Iraq war?

Outcome

Summarized prevalence of document
categories
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overview v.2 case studies, 2012
CASE STUDY #1

CASE STUDY #2

Document
Collection

666 reports (4,500 pages) from FOIA

5,996 emails from FOIA

Question

What incidents involved security
contractors during Iraq war?

Were municipal police funds
mismanaged?

Outcome

Summarized prevalence of document
categories

Located evidence supporting
hypothesis
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Follow
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overview v.4 adoption
CASE STUDY #6
Document
1,680 proposed and passed bills
Collection

requirements

evaluation

design

deploy

Question

Did the NY state legislature fail to pass any bills
addressing police misconduct?

Outcome

Proved non-existence of evidence
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4 versions, 6 case studies
S. Ingram, T. Munzner, & J. Stray / Hierarchical Clustering and Tagging of Mostly Disconnected Data

v1

v2

CS1
CS2
CS3

v3

v4

Figure 7: The journalist found a cable alleging Iranian plans to ship unmanned aerial vehicles to Venezuela.

The journalist found several topics that he had not previously found through unassisted inspection of the dataset,
including arms shipments to Ecuador. He noted that the application allowed him to quickly spot subject areas that could
be of greater news interest, such as information on Colombian rebels. The tool also helped him find several interesting
individual documents, for example claims that Chavez was
giving millions to a particular Jamaican politician’s election
campaign, and the cable alleging Iranian plans to ship unmanned aerial vehicles to Venezuela shown in Figure 7.

CS4

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we focus on evoking an intuitive sense of the
modisco property and how it relates to real-world datasets
of interest, rather than formal mathematical definitions. We
show empirically that the vector space representation of document sets has the modisco property, and argue that all very
high dimensional datasets do; we conjecture that some lower
dimensional ones do as well. While the modisco property is a
problem for multidimensional scaling algorithms, interpreting these distances as disconnection allows us to produce a

IEEE InfoVis - Nov 14, 2014

ural language documents, but it would be interesting to test
our ideas on non-linguistic corpora such as image, video,
or audio collections. It may also be possible to modify existing DR algorithms to work better with this class of data.
Conversely, extending the DiscoTree sampling algorithm to
work on arbitrary distance metrics would also be useful.
It remains to explore the relationship between the DiscoTree, which clusters documents directly in the vector
space representation, and the topic modeling algorithms
widely employed in document set analysis. Such algorithms
amount to dimensionality reduction in that they represent
each document as a convex mixture of extracted topics
[Ble11], often used as a space of intermediate dimensionality before projecting to 2D, as in Österling et al. [OST⇤ 10].
Because categorization is semantically complex and application specific, we define the document set exploration
task as computer-assisted human categorization. We present
the MoDiscoTag application for this task that combines a
DiscoTree view and a traditional MDS view. We validate
with two complex, real-world datasets from the journalism
domain: subsets of the diplomatic cables and Afghan war
logs from WikiLeaks. It could be interesting to extend the
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4 versions, 6 case studies

#1
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Document 4,500 pages
Collection from FOIA

Question

What did
security
contractors
do during Iraq
war?
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5,996 emails
from FOIA

8,680 pages
from FOIA

1,278 survey
comments

4,653 emails
from FOIA

1,680 bills

Were
municipal
police funds
mismanaged?

Were Paul
Ryan’s
campaign
statements
hypocritical?

What is the
gun
ownership
debate
about?

Was gov’t
response to
emergency
incident
effective?

Did gov't pass
bills
addressing
police
misconduct?
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VIS TASK ANALYSIS

why?

what?
how?

Brehmer & Munzner: “A multi-level typology of abstract visualization tasks” (IEEE TVCG / InfoVis 2013).
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VIS TASK ANALYSIS
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Brehmer & Munzner: “A multi-level typology of abstract visualization tasks” (IEEE TVCG / InfoVis 2013).
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Brehmer & Munzner: “A multi-level typology of abstract visualization tasks” (IEEE TVCG / InfoVis 2013).
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VIS TASK ANALYSIS
why?
discover

T1: generate hypotheses
→ explore → summarize
case studies 1, 4

generate

T2: verify hypotheses
→ locate → identify
case studies 2, 3, 5, 6
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LESSON #3

tree vis + tagging
more effective
than scatterplot
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Figure 7: The journalist found a cable alleging Iranian plans to ship unmanned aerial vehicles to Venezuela.

The journalist found several topics that he had not previously found through unassisted inspection of the dataset,
including arms shipments to Ecuador. He noted that the application allowed him to quickly spot subject areas that could
be of greater news interest, such as information on Colombian rebels. The tool also helped him find several interesting
individual documents, for example claims that Chavez was
giving millions to a particular Jamaican politician’s election
campaign, and the cable alleging Iranian plans to ship unmanned aerial vehicles to Venezuela shown in Figure 7.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we focus on evoking an intuitive sense of the
modisco property and how it relates to real-world datasets
of interest, rather than formal mathematical definitions. We
show empirically that the vector space representation of document sets has the modisco property, and argue that all very
high dimensional datasets do; we conjecture that some lower
dimensional ones do as well. While the modisco property is a
problem for multidimensional scaling algorithms, interpreting these distances as disconnection allows us to produce a
an efficient O(N) clustering algorithm, the DiscoTree. The

IEEE InfoVis - Nov 14, 2014

ural language documents, but it would be interesting to test
our ideas on non-linguistic corpora such as image, video,
or audio collections. It may also be possible to modify existing DR algorithms to work better with this class of data.
Conversely, extending the DiscoTree sampling algorithm to
work on arbitrary distance metrics would also be useful.
It remains to explore the relationship between the DiscoTree, which clusters documents directly in the vector
space representation, and the topic modeling algorithms
widely employed in document set analysis. Such algorithms
amount to dimensionality reduction in that they represent
each document as a convex mixture of extracted topics
[Ble11], often used as a space of intermediate dimensionality before projecting to 2D, as in Österling et al. [OST⇤ 10].
Because categorization is semantically complex and application specific, we define the document set exploration
task as computer-assisted human categorization. We present
the MoDiscoTag application for this task that combines a
DiscoTree view and a traditional MDS view. We validate
with two complex, real-world datasets from the journalism
domain: subsets of the diplomatic cables and Afghan war
logs from WikiLeaks. It could be interesting to extend the
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I have reviewed the grant proposal that KAC has submitted, and I am confident that they Sincerely,
would make effective use of the funds that they would receive from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. Their proposed program will insure that all eligible persons in the county are made
aware of the nutritional benefits of the food stamps program. Currently, KAC estimates that there
are potentially up to 28,000 Kenosha County residents who may be eligible for food stamps, but Paul Ryan
less than half of the eligible residents actually apply for the program, due to the program's currentMember of Congress
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I support KAC's application for this Food Stamps Access Research Grant and would
appreciate it if you and appropriate USDA officials would carefully review the grant proposal
submitted by KAC and give it your full consideration. Again, thank you for your careful
consideration of this request. Please do not hesitate to let me know if you have any questions or
concerns. I look forward to receiving your response to this grant application.
Sincerely,

Paul Ryan
Member of Congress
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“Overview supports the task of producing a set of tags for semantically related documents as a new categorical
attribute, using clusters of documents as scaffolding for the discovery process. Tags are assigned to clusters by
means of annotation. However, one must first explore visualizations of the document space and identify clusters
of interest. The user is presented both with two linked visualizations, one in which documents are encoded as
points in a scatterplot, and another in which clusters of documents are encoded in a hierarchical tree layout.
Identifying clusters is facilitated by navigating and selecting clusters in both visualizations; upon selection,
frequent document or cluster terms and raw individual document text are shown in secondary displays. This task
too has a dependency on the result of an earlier task. Before the the data is encoded in the two visualizations, a
set of two-dimensional distances between documents must be produced: they are derived and aggregated from
the original high-dimensional distance matrix using a multidimensional scaling algorithm.”
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Complexity Dual view, web app
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